
Escalade(Prelims) Problem Statement

AIM:
To design a manual wired/wireless bot which can move on the ground, climb
vertical ropes,and can hold the blocks with a gripper.

ARENA:

For better view please refer to the youtube video:- https://youtu.be/13fpvRiATmA

https://youtu.be/13fpvRiATmA
https://youtu.be/13fpvRiATmA
https://youtu.be/13fpvRiATmA


DIMENSIONS:
● Length to be climbed on rope of 150cm.
● Distance to be traversed on ground 30cm.
● Blocks are 8cm * 8cm * 8cm.
● Thickness of rope   8  mm.

Note: The dimensions of the block and rope are subjected to 5% error, hence the
participants are requested to make their bots adjustable to it.

GAMEPLAY:
● A manually controlled bot begins the task from start position.
● The Robot first needs to travel 30 cm along a straight line towards the rope.
● Upon reaching the rope the robot needs to pick up the block placed below

the rope.
● Along with the block,the robot has to climb 100 cm till the bottom of the

bot crosses the mark on the rope such that the mark is visible.
● There are 3 check points on the rope at a distance of 30cm,60cm and

100cm from each other. The climbing of bot on the rope up to each
checkpoint will carry different points.

RULES :

1. The participants need to record the video and need to submit the video on
the portal provided after the registration.

2. Any kind of tampering with the video will lead to straight away
disqualification of the team.

3. First criteria for judgement would be length climbed by the Robot on the
rope.After that time would be the second criteria.

4. The rope suspended from the height should touch the ground.



5. No part of the rope should be lying on the ground.
6. A 30 cm scale should be kept along the path on the ground on which the

robot is travelling.
7. The participants need to use the kit(only block and rope) while completing

the task,which is provided by the Organizers.
8. If any team is found using any other alternate rope would lead to

disqualification of the team.
9. While unboxing the kit it is advised to shoot a video such that if any kind of

damage is found,necessary action could be taken.
10.In case of any discrepancy the decision of organisers will be considered

final.
11.In case of any changes to rules registered participants will be notified

through email.

BOT SPECIFICATIONS:
1. The dimensions of the bot must not exceed 30cm * 30cm * 30cm

(length,breadth,height) excluding hook/gripper(hooking mechanism) and
extended arm gripper(gripper mechanism for blocks) whatsoever.

2. Robot should have a gripping arm capable of lifting small light blocks and
should be able to move on ground .

3. Robot should have a climbing mechanism to climb a rope.
4. Bots must not be made from lego parts or readymade assembly kits.
5. The weight of the bot should not exceed 5kg(Excluding batteries).
6. Teams can use both wired as well as wireless control mechanisms. In case of

wired robots, the length of wire should be minimum 2 meters so that the
wire remains slack at any instant of time. In case of wireless mechanism,
they either have to use a dual frequency remote, Bluetooth or Wi-Fi.



TEAM SPECIFICATIONS:
1. A team can have a maximum of 4 members only.
2. Participants from different educational institutions may also form a team.
3. A team can register as two separate teams if they are using two different

bots for the event.

SCORING :
● For picking up a block 20%
● For climbing up till mark 1 10%
● For climbing up till mark 2 10%
● For climbing up till mark 3 20%
● Moving on ground 10%
● Time of completion 30%
TOTAL 100%

● For touching the bot(each time) - 5%
● For exceeding the bot dimensions(for each extra cm) - 5%

Number of blocks = 1

RANKING CRITERIA:
1. The winner would be declared on the basis of above scoring criteria.
2. TOP10 Teams will get reimbursement for travelling and staying.
3. TOP25 Teams prelims, will get a chance to compete with their bots in the mains.



SUBMISSIONS:
1. Teams are supposed to upload a video of the whole gameplay in one single

go without any editing on the portal provided by the organizers.
2. Teams need to submit photographs of the robots from different angles in

the link provided by the organizers.
3. teams are supposed to submit a detailed report regarding the bot

specifications and the components of the robot and detail about the
mechanism the teams are going to use.

Contact Us:
Mansi (9560973101)
For more details, mail us: robotics.techniche@gmail.com
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